
t7 A particle P moves along a staight line such that / seconds after passing ttuough a fixed point q
I

its velooity is given by , = *"'' - 4. The particle comes to instantaneous rest at s point l,
a

(i) Find an expression, in terms oft, for the acceleration ofP.

(ii) Find an expressio4 in terms of r, for the displacement of P.

(iii) Show that the time taken for P to travel fiom O to ,4 is 1 ln 8 seconds.

(iv) Oivcn that P passes through a point B when / = 3, find the average speed

of P from I to 8. [CHS/2012l?l]
-lt

Ans: (i) e" (iD :s1' - 41 -! (iv) 46,4 m/s

(18 4 particl" starts from rest and moves in a straight line with a velocity.u mA, given by

v=l2r-6tz, Wlen /= 0, is displacement from a fixed point I is3 m.

(i) Find tlre acceleration when it is instantaneously al rest.

(ii) Find the speed when it is again at rhe poinrl.

(iii) Ca.lculate the total distance bavelled during the fint 4 seconds.

(iv) Describe the particle's motion when , = 0 . [ANDSS/2012Ip1]

Ans: (i) - t2 m/s2 (ii) 18 nr/s (iii) 48 m

(iv) moving away from I in the direction opposite to its initial motion

l9 A particle travels in a straight line, so that / seconds after passing a fixed point, D, is vetocitv,
v ms-r, is given by v = 22+7t -2t2 .Find,
(0 the velocity ofthe particle when the acceleration is zero.
(ii) the value ofr when ihe particlg is instantaneously at rest,
(iii) the distance from O at which the particle is instantaneously at r€st,
(iv) thetotal distance travelled bythe particle inthe interval t=O rrrtd | = 9.

Ans: (i) 28.125 ms'r (ii) s.5 (iii) ?l!lm @) M^ [sccs/2012lp2]

20 A particle moving in a sbaight linc passes a fixed po@
Is acceleration, a m/s is given by a = 7 - 4t, where t is the time in seconds after passing o.
Fin4
(D the maximum speed reached by the particle (in the original direction of the motion),
(iD the value oft when the particle is instantaneously at resr,
(iii) the displacement of the particle from O when r = 6,

(iv) the average speed of the particle during the fint 6 seconds. Iccfivllzolzlpzl

Ans: (i) 21.125 m/s (ii) t = s (iii) 72 m livy 141rVs
1U

2l A particle moving in sraight line passes a fixed point O on the line with a velocity of 30m/s. The
acceleration a ofthe particle, r seconds after passing O is given by a =13- 6t .

Calculate (a) the velocity ofthe panicle 3 seconds affer passing O,
(b) the time taken for the particle to reach its maximum distance from O in its initial

direction and also its distance from O .

Given that when the particle rsached the maximum distancg it changed its acceleration to
a = 16 - 4t , find the velocity of the particle after 8 seconds 6om the starting

Ans: (a) 42 m/s (b) 6s, l98m; -24m/s tcHs/2Ol3ip2l
22 Two panicles, P and Q leave O in the same direction * the same timi. particle P passes O with a

velocity of 2ms't and travels with a constant acceleration of L5rns-2 . Particle 0 suned from rest
andisacc€leratio4ams-x,isgivenby a=9-r,wheretisthetimeinsecondsafterpassineo.
Find (a) the velocity ofeach particle in terms ofr.

@) the time when particle p is instantaneously ar rest.
(c) the time when the particles first meet again. [AHS/20l3ipl]

Ans:(a)v" =1,5r+2,v0=9t-ll (b)r=0sortEs (c) t=0.547s

23

24m

A particle P moves along a straight line suctr

isvelocity, ucm s-1, is given by v=t2 -zt+1.
At the time that the particle passes tlrough l, a second particle e leaves a lixed poinr B, with a
constant velocity of 3 cm s-'.
Thc.distance between point I and point I is 24 cm and the diagram shows the posirions ofthe hryoparticlesattime,r=0. p n 3ms_,

(D Find ttre initial velocity, in crn s-r, oftheparticle p.
(ii) Express in terms of r, the displacement of the particle p &om A.
(iii) Find the distance, in cn1 betwecn the particles when partiole P is instantaneously at rest.(iv) Given that particles P and @ are travelling in tte same direction from the start oithe

motion, find the time when the two particles collide. tBpGHS/2013/p2l

Ans:(i)y=rms-r 161 "=lr3-12+t $l 26?cm (iv),=6

.A Aparticlemovesinasraightlinesothattsecondsafterleavingafim
is given by v = 6(2t -l)'1- 54. Find
(i) the initial accelcration,

(ii) the minimum velocity,

(iii) the value ofr when the particle is at instantaneous rest,

(iv) thetotal distance travelled by the particle during the first 5 seconds. [ANDss/2013/p2]

AnS.O:?4dr2 (ii)-54m/s (iii),=2 (iv)620m
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